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Jesus Explaining Revelation of
John Chapter 13
IMPORTANT:
DON’T MISS THE VIDEOS AT THE END

Content:
1. The Time of the three beasts of Revelation
2. Link to the 666 presentation by Armageddon News
3. Information about more sources

Through Jakob Lorber, Jesus explains this thirteenth chapter of Revelation
(John) to us with the following words:

The time of the three beasts of Revelation
May 7, 1841, in the afternoon
[Gifts of Heaven – GH.01-41.05.07] What does Revelation John, Chapter
13, Verses 15-18 mean?
15

“And it was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so
that the image could speak and cause all who refused to worship the
image to be killed. 16 It also forced all people, great and small, rich and
poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hands or on their
foreheads, 17 so that they could not buy or sell unless they had the mark,
which is the name of the beast or the number of its name. 18 This calls for
wisdom. Let the person who has insight calculate the number of the beast,
for it is the number of a (hu)man. That number is 666.” (NIV)
[01] Do write this in My name. I know what you are wanting.
[02] Your “extended eyes” are not sufficient for very distant things, in order
to behold them. For objects at a medium distance, you only see the onesided layer. And you see nothing of the ones very close, because they lie
too near you and thus are of too little interest.

[03] Yet these verses
of Revelation are to be
grasped with your
hands and you don’t
understand them! –
Yes, the easier
something is, the more
mindless you are! – But
next time ask about
Al-Aqsa Martyr with headband
that which appears
easiest to you! Truly, you will become more humble than through these
existing overly easy four verses! – And now pay attention!
[04] Initially, there is talk of three beasts in this chapter: first of all, the main
dragon, secondly, of the beast which rises from the sea and has
seven heads with ten horns, and, thirdly, of the beast like a lamb with
two horns on its head.
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[05] You should know who the main dragon is after I have made
announcements so often about My arch enemy, especially in the “Twelve
Hours”.
[06] If you want to recognize the second beast, then turn your eyes to
the nearby self-love, and you will find all the attributes of it confirmed! – It
arises from the “sea” of all covetous desires and has “seven heads” – that
is, for each commandment of charity, one of its own with “ten horns” – all
ten commandments (of Moses) are opposed similarly by one head as by
the other. – An “injured head” is the burglary and theft punishable
everywhere. But does that harm the beast? Oh no, for this injured head
has been completely healed by all the political laws of state and
commerce. And so the whole world lives under such laws and acts
accordingly – and, through this, mocks the Lamb and His commandments
daily.
[07] The third beast emerges from the earth, looks like the “lamb”, but
also has “two horns”. – What is this? – I will tell you that this is closest to
you! – It is the general industry which supports and idolizes the aquatic
beast. With its two horns, it directly strives for the (main) commandments
of love.
Just look to America and England etc. to see that this is so.
[08] The horrible mistreatment of children in English and American
factories shows how much this third beast is such industry. Often, these
children have to work continuously from five o’clock to past nine in the
evening, standing the whole time, almost half naked – and this from the
age of eight on. They are given no education, except their designation as
slaves.

[09] Oh, if you could look at the nature of industry with Me and through Me,
you would say: “Oh, father, that is the dragon himself!”
[10] Doesn’t this third beast use all the violence of the second beast,
whose head wound was healed? And doesn’t this mean that the second,
wounded animal is worshipped by almost all the earth – that is, at least its
main inhabitants? Do they not speak of worshipped kings, princes and
other industrial founders and inventors everywhere? Aren’t there
monuments erected to them all over the world? Doesn’t it make the largest
signs and allow fire to fall from heaven – that is, isn’t it teaching
reasonably before blinded men, as if such diligence were the real essence
of all religion and the most worthy adoration of God if not the best
worship? – That is a pure theft of the fire from heaven, making man
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believe, that I like being revered through horror! (But such will endure only
for a short time!)
[11] Oh see the seduction of earthly inhabitants! The image of the beast
with the sword wound of all political justice is completely alive! Men were
forced to erect this image with their blood! And now it boasts and talks and
commands. It kills and is worshipped by all worms and minions, who are
called “scholars” and “journalists”, and by a number of blowflies, who must
have something of everything – in order to earn something without
working.
[12] But if someone dares not to worship this beast – he will soon notice
how much he is struck in a worldly way.
[13] But that is the “spirit” (or the “life”) in the image of the beast, that selflove and greed have reached the highest peak with all the great ones of
the world. That is the full number 666, where self-love is equal to 600 and
the stolen fire of heaven is 60 (that means the divine commandment has
been applied tenfold for self-interest!) And charity only equals 6 (the most
complete slavery applies)! – Instead of giving one hundred for one, they
demand one hundred for one!
[14] See and comprehend the label of the “right hand” and the “forehead”,
with the great and the small, the rich and the poor, the free and the slaves!
Is it not imperiousness, either through power or world knowledge? – Tell
Me whether somebody is capable of something without this mark!?
Without this sign, what is the validity of a man for the fellow man? Truly, I
say unto you, if one of you has daughters, will he give them to an
“unmarked” person or will they demand someone “unmarked”? Can
someone obtain some worldly fortune, if he doesn’t have a sign or
obtained a post from the beast?
[15] You yourselves are marked – except My servant, whom I have kept
unmarked until now with great effort. But I tell you, if I allowed him to
demand one of your daughters, you would look at him dubiously and
advise him in a friendly way to abstain from this, since it should not be
done, because he is not “marked”!
[16] If you did such with one whom I made into a beacon in the night of
nights, what would you do, should another unmarked one dare to demand
such from you? – I say: you would rather let the daughters be walled in –
this is understood indeed!
[17] I am of the opinion that the “mark” may be rather clear to you! Who is
able to buy and sell without this mark?
[18] But the “42 months” will soon be at an end, since the commandments
of charity were applied to self-love over five times seven fold. But I say to
you, seek to destroy the “sign” through the fire of My love and you will
reach your true, inner life!
[19] But this is why it is so difficult now to attain the inner life from and in
Me, because the “mark” burns each one out into the world. Thus, let
yourselves be “burned back” from the world of the beast by Me through My
love – so you will find the life, now and forever!
[20] This says the Holy, Great, First and Last One. Amen, Amen, Amen!
3. Thesis
By the way, the churches are keeping Lorber under wraps, although his
prophesies are being increasingly fulfilled before our eyes.
4. Statement
4.1 Until now, the Jesus texts from Jakob Lorber have been hushed up by
the churches. If, however, more and more people get interested in Lorber,
because of the increasingly apparent climate catastrophe, the churches
will pour out manure in buckets over “Lorber works”, saying that Jakob
Lorber invented everything wrongly himself.
4.2 But, because of this massive slander and negative publicity the work
of Jesus through Jakob Lorber will no longer be ignored– but rather made
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known world-wide, mainly by His opponents. Especially young people, the
thoughtful and concerned will then accept the works of Jesus from Jakob
Lorber, because it is the single correct analysis and at the same time the
only help in our distress!

ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

MORE:
You absolutely need to see these videos:
Islamic Mark of the Beast – 2 Parts
Part 1: http://youtu.be/iku8YzLFPpE
Part 2: http://youtu.be/zD246ig0-gI
Nr. 666, The Mark of the Beast - Headbands
http://youtu.be/riL_HSVzGlc
Babylon the Great & and the Caliph Antichrist
http://youtu.be/uY20IFaWlsQ

INTERESTED IN INFO AND HELP FROM ABOVE?
For an overview of available FREE resources on God's New
Revelation, you may
 visit our web site www.HisNewWord.org (e.g. Audios and
Downloads)
 consult point 5 of the last Newsletter for articles and audio
files, or
 send a blank email to newsletter@hisnewword.org
Oh, and don´t miss seeing the Lord´s Sermons on YouTube.
Here, here and here are examples.
You also should see this:
# 3254
Hisnewword.org
March 20, 2015
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